Five-fold speed
boost for
NetCologne’s
broadband
network
Nokia has deployed its G.fast solution to extend the Fibre to
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automate operations across the entire access network.
Horst Schmitz, Head of Technology, NetCologne, said: “We
provide the city of Cologne and associated regions with leadingedge telecom services. Nokia delivered a highly customisable
solution that is ideal for the next step in our network plans;
bringing gigabit connectivity cost-effectively into buildings. On
top, the cloud platform improves our automation capabilities
today and for any future devices added to the network over time.”
NetCologne is a pioneer in fibre optic expansion and superfast Internet. With more than 28,000 kilometres of cables
laid and continuous expansion, its fibre optic network is
one of the most modern in Europe. It is the largest regional
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For more information, see www.nokia.com
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